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EU

• 7% of the World's population

• 20% of world expenditure on 
research

• 32% of high-impact publications

• 32% of patent applications

• ~50% of world's top universities
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Open Innovation, Open Science and Open to the World 
- policy priorities set by Commissioner Moedas

Open Innovation

Open to the World 

Open Science 

 Leading & working with multilateral initiatives & 
international organisations

 Better framework conditions for scientific cooperation
 Science diplomacy and synergies with the EU's 

external policies

 Open Access 
 Open Data and European 

Open Science Cloud
 Research Integrity
 Inclusiveness & Citizen 

Science

 European Innovation Council
 Venture capital funds of funds
 Pro innovation Regulatory Environment
 Boosting Private Investment
 Maximizing Impact of EU funding



Research and 
Innovation

Open

Innovation
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Innovation Union
One of the flagship initiatives of Europe 2020 strategy (2011)

• Strengthening the knowledge base, reducing fragmentation

• Getting good ideas to the market

• Access to finance, EU patent, better regulation, public procurement,…

• Maximising social and territorial cohesion

• European structural funds investing 118 B in smart growth; Smart Specialisation 
Strategies

• European Innovation Partnerships

• Ageing, Smart Cities, Water, Raw Materials, Agricultural sustainability

• Leveraging policies externally

• International cooperations, scientific visa,…

34 detailed commitments 7



Research and 
Innovation

Source: Table I-1 from Open Innovation: The New Imperative for Creating and Profiting from Technology by Henry Chesbrough 
(Harvard Business Review Press, 2005) Open Innovation

CLOSED INNOVATION PRINCIPLES

The smart people in our field work for us. Not all the smart people work for us. We need to work with smart 
people inside and outside our company.

The company that gets an innovation to market first will win.

External R&D can create significant value; internal R&D is needed to 
claim some portion of that value.

We don’t have to originate the research to profit from it. 

Building a better business model is better than getting to market 
first.

If we make the best use of internal and external ideas, we will win.

If we create the most and the best ideas in the industry, we will win.

We should control our IP, so that our competitors don’t profit from 
our ideas.

We should profit from others’ use of our IP, and we should buy 
others’ IP whenever it advances our own business model. 

OPEN INNOVATION PRINCIPLES

To profit from R&D, we must discover it, develop it, and ship it 
ourselves.

If we create the most and the best ideas in the industry, we will 
win.

Contrasting Principles of Closed and Open Innovation



Research and 
Innovation

• LICENSING IN
• ACQUISITIONS
• SHORT TERM FELLOWSHIPS
• SPINNING-IN
• VENTURING
• USER DRIVEN INNOVATIONS
• INNOVATION DRIVEN BY

SUPPLIER/COMPETITORS

• LICENSING OUT
• DIVESTMENTS
• R&D FOR OTHER COMPANIES
• SPINNING-OUT

• ALLIANCES
• COOPERATION
• JOINT VENTURE
• JOINT R&D
• Co-CREATION

Source: DG Research and Innovation, Knowledge Transfer and Open Innovation Study (on-going)) Open Innovation

Open Innovation mechanisms
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Knowledge Transfer

Open Innovation

Open Innovation 2.0

Outside in

Coupled Inside out

User, ECO-System

Source: DG Research and Innovation, Knowledge Transfer and Open Innovation Study (on-going) Open Innovation

From Knowledge Transfer to Open Innovation 2.0
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Notes: tiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget 
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, Open Innovation

The Commission’s concept of Open Innovation 

• Combining the power of ideas and knowledge from different actors (whether
private, public or civil society/third sector) to co-create new products and find
solutions to societal needs.

• Creating shared economic and social value, including a citizen and user-centric
approach

• Capitalising on the implications of trends such a digitalisation, mass 
participation and collaboration
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THE PUBLIC SECTOR

THE FINANCIAL SECTOR

INNOVATIVE BUSINESSES

ACADEMIA

CITIZENS

Citizens, users and Civil Society Organisations
have a central and transversal role to play in
bringing innovation to the market. They create a
demand for innovative products and services,
they can fund and / or finance projects that are
relevant to them, they can be at the source of
innovative ideas worth spreading and scaling up
and they can have a say in what research is
meaningful to them and can impact their lives.

Open Innovation

The roles of the different actors in Open Innovation
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INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM

CITIZENS

PUBLIC 
SECTOR

BUSINESSES

ACADEMIA FINANCE

PILLAR 1 PILLAR 2 PILLAR 3

 Scientific Advice    
Mechanism

 InnovRefit
 Innovation Deals  
 Policy Support   

Facility

 European Fund  of 
Funds

 Maximise use of  EFSI 

 Seal of Excellence 
 European Innovation 

Council
 Merge digital into 

thematic priorities    
(health, energy, food, 
water)

 Horizon 2020: 2nd

wave of simplification 

Reforming the 
Regulatory 
Environment

Boosting Private 
Investment in 
Research & 
Innovation

Maximising 
impacts

Open Innovation

The Commission’s three pillars of action
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Notes: tiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget 
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, Open Innovation

Pillar 1: Reforming the regulatory environment 

The pillar on reforming the regulatory environment is about ensuring that regulations are
not an obstacle to innovation and that, whenever possible, they support it.

• Scientific Advice Mechanism

• InnovRefit

• Innovation Deals

• Horizon 2020 Policy Support Facility 



EU Scientific Advice Mechanism
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Notes: tiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget 
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, Open Innovation

Pillar 2: Boosting private investment in research and innovation 

This pillar is about ensuring access to finance for innovative ideas, creating better
conditions for the private sector to invest in innovation activities and bringing together
investors throughout Europe to better exploit the potential of the Single Market to finance
innovation.

• European Venture Capital Fund of Funds

• Maximising the use of the European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI)
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Notes: tiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget 
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, Open Innovation

Pillar 3: Maximising impacts 

In order to maximise the impacts of EU policies, research and innovation programmes
(including Horizon 2020) and other public funding sources, it is essential to simplify and
create synergies between them so that excellent projects can access funding from different
sources more easily.

• Seal of Excellence

• European Innovation Council

• Merging the digital into societal challenges

• Second wave of Horizon 2020 simplification
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Funding threshold due to 
H2020 budget availability

Quality threshold

FUNDED

MERITING 
funding…

REJECTED:
Not ready for funding

Open Innovation

Identifying proposals for the Seal of Excellence
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Open

Science
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Open Science: a new approach to the scientific process 

Open Science

• Based on the need for cooperation and new ways of diffusing and sharing knowledge
using digital technologies and new collaborative tools

• A systemic change to the way science is organised and research is carried out

• Open Science is to science what Web 2.0 was to social and economic transactions

• It affects the whole ‘business cycle’ of doing science and research

• Shifting focus to "sharing knowledge as early as possible"

• 2014 Public consultation on ‘Science 2.0: Science in Transition’

Notes: tiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget 
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero,
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Source : http://ec.europa.eu/research/consultations/science-2.0/background.pdf Open Science

Collaborative 
bibliographies

Analysis

Open Science – opening up the research process
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Five lines of potential policy actions

Open Science

• Fostering and creating incentives for Open Science

• Removing barriers to Open Science

• Mainstreaming and further promoting Open Access policies

• Developing research infrastructures for Open Science

• Embedding Open Science in society

Notes: tiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget 
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero,
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Open Science: key issues

Open Science

• The European Open Science Cloud

• Advancing Open Access and Data Policies

• Alternative systems to evaluate the quality and impact of research

• Text and Data Mining

• Fostering Research Integrity

• Making science more inclusive: Citizen Science

Notes: tiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget 
condimentum rhoncus, sem quam semper libero,
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Bottom-up governance
Federation
Legacy and sustainability
Leverage of MS investment
Trust

IPR and privacy protection
Big data analytics
Data fusion across disciplines
High performance computing
Data access and re-use
Data manipulation and export
Data discovery and catalogue

High-speed connectivity
Super-Computing
Data storage

Governance layer

Data and service layer

Infrastructure
layer

…Long tail of scienceLead scientific users…
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Open ScienceSource: DG Research and Innovation (2015)

Governance of the European Open Science Cloud 
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Research organisation

Funder

Sub-unit of research organisation

Funder and research organisation

Multiple research organisations
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Policies Adopted by Quarter

Open ScienceSource: http://roarmap.eprints.org/

Growth of Open Access Repository Mandates and Policies
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Discovery Analysis Writing Publication Outreach Assessment

Elsevier

Springer Nature Digital 
Science

Google

Wikimedia

Open ScienceSource: http://innoscholcomm.silk.co

Open Science: From Open Access to Open Scholarly Communication

Public or private initiatives 
at every level of the 
research process offering 
specific services to 
researchers

Layer of "commons"

New initiatives allowing the scholarly process to be carried out differently
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Open ScienceSource: http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2015/11/11/101-innovations-in-scholarly-communication/

research
governance

changes

technical
changes &
standards

economic
& copyright

changes

GOOD

OPENEFFICIENT

Towards ‘better science’ – Good, efficient and Open Science

 connected tools & platforms

 no publ. size restrictions

 null result publishing

 speed of publication

 (web)standards, IDs

 semantic discovery

 Re-useability

 versioning

 declaring competing interests

 replication & reproducibility

 meaningful assessment

 effective quality checks

 credit where it is due

 no fraud, plagiarism

 open peer review

 open (lab)notes 

 plain language

 open drafting

 open access

 CC-0/BY



Open to the 
world!
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'Open to the World'

• Science is global and collaborative

• Value chains become international

• Global societal challenges require global cooperation

• Science for and in diplomacy
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International knowledge flows 
increasingly important in multipolar global 

research and innovation landscape

R&D Investment
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Rise of new scientific and technological powerhouses

World share of highly cited publications

2000 2013
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Europe is also increasingly opening up to 
scientific collaboration with third countries

0.0
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0.8

International co-publications per total number of publications, 2000, 2007 and 2013
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The EU is the leading research partner

Scientific publication with foreign co-authors, 2010-2014

Source: DG Research and Innovation - Unit for the Analysis and Monitoring of National Research Policies

Data: SciVal (based on Scopus)

Note: Elements of estimation w ere involved in the compilation of the data.
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'Open to the World'

• Science is global and collaborative

• Value chains become international

• Global societal challenges require global cooperation

• Science for and in diplomacy
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International co-patents are increasing

Share of patents with foreign co-inventor(s) in total patent applicatons (WIPO PCT), 2000, 2012

Source: DG Research and Innovation - Unit for the Analysis and Monitoring of National Research Policies

Data: OECD
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Increasing interdependency of the global economy
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'Open to the World'

• Science is global and collaborative

• Value chains become international

• Global societal challenges require global cooperation

• Science for and in diplomacy
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GloPID-R

Global Research Collaboration for 

Infectious Disease Preparedness

www.irdirc.org/
http://intbir.nih.gov/ 

http://ihec-epigenomes.org/

https://icgc.org/

http://www.iom.edu/Activities/Research/GenomicBasedResearch/Innovation-Collaboratives/Global_Genomic_Medicine_Collaborative.aspx

www.gacd.org/

http://www.glopid-r.org/

Example: Health

Notably for global multi-lateral initiatives
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'Open to the World'

• Science is global and collaborative

• Value chains become international

• Global societal challenges require global cooperation

• Science for and in diplomacy
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Science Diplomacy

• Use research cooperation to catalyse and improve international 
relations

• in conflict and crisis areas

• in free trade

• Ensure that the EU's external policy is based on scientific evidence 
and advice

• E.g. for global challenges like climate change, energy, health, migration…
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International Cooperation Strategy 

Enhancing and focusing EU 
international cooperation in research 

and innovation   

Strengthen the Union’s R&I excellence and attractiveness 
and its economic and industrial competitiveness 

Support the Union’s 
external policies

Tackle global societal challenges



PolicyResearch and
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Clear benefits of international cooperation

 Access to talent, knowledge and resources 
wherever they are located

 Tackling global societal challenges 
effectively

 Participating in global value chains and 
accessing new and emerging markets

 Strengthening the EU position as a major 
global player
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Average Relative Citations (ARC) of publications by type of co-operation, 2010

Source: DG Research and Innovation - Unit for the Analysis and Monitoring of National Research Policies

Data: Science-Metrix (Canada), based on Scopus database
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Horizon 2020 Success Rates – Overall

44



Collaboration

Open countries have strong science; Nature, 4 October 2017
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Open to the World: How? …

• Ensure researchers can access foreign know-how and resources

• Mainstream international cooperation in Horizon 2020

• Provide (co-)funding capability with key partners

• Negotiate open access terms, interoperability (publications, data, 
infrastructures)

• Tackle legal obstacles

• Level playing field through common principles and fair framework 
conditions

• Pursue reciprocity in access to research programmes, research integrity, 
standards, visa issues…
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… Open to the World: How? …

• Engage with multilateral initiatives to combat global challenges

• Define shared agendas to mobilise effective R&I responses to challenges like 
infectious diseases (GLoPID-R), climate change (IPCC, GEO, Belmont Forum)…

• Engage with global research infrastructures

• Global access, financing and governance

• Prepare targeted international cooperation activities based on dialogues 
with key partners

• E.g. food, agriculture and biotech research with China; oceans research with US 
and Canada…
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… Open to the World: How?

• Synergise with external policies

• Security, development, trade… policies

• Science diplomacy

• Promote S&T capacity building and R&I cooperation…

• Structured policy coordination with the Strategic Forum for 
International Cooperation 

• Advisory group to Council and Commission

• Ensure consistency and complementarity
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Scientific and Technological 
Cooperation Agreements with the EU: 
Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, 
Canada, Chile, China, Egypt, India, 
Japan, Jordan, Mexico, Morocco, New 
Zealand, Russia, South Africa, South 
Korea, Tunisia, Ukraine, USA.

Cooperation under the Euratom
Treaty: Argentina, Australia, Brazil, 
Canada, China, India, Japan, Kazakhstan, 
Mexico, Russia, South Africa, South 
Korea, Ukraine, USA, Uzbekistan.

Regular S&T cooperation dialogues

CELAC

African Union

ASEAN

+ 16 countries associated to Horizon 2020
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Impact of scientific authors by category of mobility, 1996-2011
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Horizon 2020 – Three priorities

Excellent 
science

Industrial 
leadership

Societal 
challenges



Three core values

53

• Excellence
• Funding decisions on merit, not geography

• Openness
• Open innovation, open science, open to the world

• Impact
• Broad range of impacts: scientific, societal, economic, policy, etc
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Rules for participation

Minimum Conditions:

1. For standard (cooperative) research projects:      

3 participants from different Member States or 
associated countries

In addition, organisations from any country in the 
world may participate

2. For actions aimed at individuals, like European 
Research Council or Marie Skłodowska-Curie:

1 researcher 
1 host institution
1 project
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Automatically eligible for EU funding

 EU Member States including their overseas departments

 Countries Associated to Horizon 2020

• Albania, Armenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Faroe Islands, Former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia, Georgia, Iceland, Israel, Norway, Montenegro, Serbia, Turkey, Moldova, 
Switzerland, Tunisia, Ukraine

 International European interest organisations

 List of countries identified in Annex A to the work programme

55

Not automatically eligible for EU funding

 Entities in other countries may be granted EU funding when:

• Provision in the work programme; or

• Commission deems participation essential for carrying out the action (project case-by-case 
assessment)



Work Programme 2018-2020

R & I investment of € 30 billion for 3 years

 Addressing main concerns of citizens such as
security, migration and economic situation…

 Focus on impact (fewer & broader topics with
sharpened impact statements, better dissemination of
results, open access to data…)

 Piloting new initiatives and flexibility for 2020,
with 'minimum' content of calls and other actions at this
stage





Work Programme 2018-2020

• Five mutually reinforcing strategic orientations addressing some main concerns
of citizens:



Excellent science

Over 3000 grants from the
European Research Council

(2018-2020: €6 billion)

Over 30 000 Marie Skłodowska-
Curie fellows

(2018-2020: €2.9 billion)

Future and Emerging Technologies
(HPC, Flagships,…)

(2018-2020: €0.8 billion)

Research Infrastructures

(2018-2020: €1.2 billion)



European Innovation Council (EIC) Pilot (1)

Objective: Strengthen breakthrough innovations and boost the 
number of high-growth companies

Focus on people and companies with ideas for : 

• Radically new, breakthrough 
products, services, processes 
or business models

• That open up new markets with 
the potential for rapid European 
and global-scale growth (high 
risk, need for significant investment)

• Take shape at the intersection between different technologies, industry sectors and 
scientific disciplines

Video

© European Union, 2017. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U0bxbop8B88&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U0bxbop8B88&feature=youtu.be


European Innovation Council (EIC) Pilot (2)

EIC Horizon Prizes

• Innovative Batteries for eVehicles (€ 10 M)

• Fuel from the Sun: Artificial Photosynthesis (€ 5 M)

• Early Warning for Epidemics (€ 5 M)

• Blockchain for Social Good (€ 5 M)

• Low-Cost Space Launch (€ 10 M)

• Affordable High-Tech for Humanitarian Aid (€ 5 M)



Focus Areas and other cross-cutting priorities

Further cross-cutting priorities

• Migration (€ 200M)

• Batteries (€ 100M + € 100M to come)

• Blue Growth, Cities ……

€ 7 billion for 4 mutually reinforcing focus areas 

• aligned to political priorities 

• expected to have exceptional impact

• implemented through 'virtual calls cutting across the 
programme (description in 'General Introduction', 

common call identifier of contributing calls and topics)

Circular
Economy

Low 
Carbon 

Circular
Economy

Digitisation Security



Focus Area 'Building a low-carbon, climate resilient future' (LC)

Contributing to implement the Paris Agreement:

• Accelerate transformation towards carbon neutrality
through clean technologies

• Enhance climate resilience in Europe and beyond

• Contribute to long-term mitigation and adaptation policy
planning

Contributions from work programme parts Industrial Technologies; 
Space; Food security and Bioeconomy; Energy; Transport; Climate 

€ 3.3 bn



Focus Area 'Connecting economic and environmental gains – the 
Circular Economy' (CE)

€ 940 m

Supporting the circular economy policy:

• Ensure that growth no longer requires increasing
consumption of resources, energy, water and primary raw
materials

• Reduce waste, including from plastics

• Create new business opportunities and safeguard competitive
advantages

Contributions from work programme parts Industrial Technologies; Food 
security and Bioeconomy; Energy; Climate 



Focus Area 'Digitising and transforming European industry and 
services' (DT)

€ 1.7 bn

Enhancing the benefits from the Digital Single Market Strategy:

Foster uptake of digital technologies and innovations & synergies with 
other key enabling technologies through

• Cross-sectorial digital platforms and large scale pilots for co-
creation with users (e.g. personalised health, ICT solutions for
agriculture, automated driving, inclusive public services)

• Innovation hubs

Contributions from work programme parts ICT; Space; Industrial 
Technologies; Health; Food security and Bioeconomy; Energy; 
Transport; Societies



Focus Area 'Boosting the effectiveness of the Security Union' (SU)

€ 1 bn

Assisting to implement the Security Union:

• Provide innovative security solutions with involvement of
security practitioners

• Build a secure digital economy and infrastructures

• Understand phenomena such as violent radicalisation and
develop effective policies

• React to and recover from natural and man-made disasters

Contributions from work programme parts ICT; Space; Health; Energy; 
Societies; Security 



600+ topics open for international cooperation

150+ topics targeting cooperation with specific (group of) countries

Over €1 billion investment for around 30 international cooperation 
flagship initiatives: e.g. Climate action in support of the Paris Agreement; 
clean energy in context of Mission Innovation; All Atlantic Ocean Research 
Alliance Flagship; wide range of bilateral cooperation initiatives. 

Strong international component in European Research Council & Marie 
Skłodowska-Curie actions

Horizon 2020 – Work Programme 2018-2020
Open to the World



Where are the H2020 flagships?



More information: 

Participant Portal
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/

Horizon 2020 National Contact Points
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/support
/national_contact_points.html

Research Enquiry Service
http://ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm?pg=enquiries

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/support/national_contact_points.html
http://ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm?pg=enquiries

